
ON REAL SINGULARITIES OF LEGENDRE EXPANSIONS

GILBERT WALTER

1. Introduction. In a recent paper, Gilbert and Howard [G-H-l]

have studied the relation between the singular points of the function

given by the power series ^aB£" and the function given by the

Sturm-Liouville series £)a„»„(£) when both series have the same

coefficients and the former has a radius of convergence greater than 1.

Nehari [N-l] had previously done the same for the case of the

Legendre series.

The procedure used in both cases depends on the fact that the

series converges to a function holomorphic in a complex neighborhood

of a real interval. If the function has a singular point in this interval

the procedure fails. But many important Sturm-Liouville and

Legendre series converge to functions with real singular points. One

would like to associate with the series an analytic function which

preserves the relation between these singular points and the singular

points of the function given by the associated power series.

In this paper we show that this is possible for the Legendre series.

In fact, the series ^ci„(i/ir)Qn(z), where the Qn are the Legendre

functions of the second kind, converges to the right sort of analytic

function. This analytic function we find to be the analytic representa-

tion of the distribution to which the Legendre series ^anPn(<) con-

verges.

The proof of these statements uses a modification of the "multipli-

cations of singularities" technique used by the authors cited above.

The extension of this result to other orthogonal systems of poly-

nomials is possible (§4).

2. Properties of P„ and Qn. We summarize here some of the prop-

erties of the Legendre functions of the first and second kind which

we shall need. An expression relating the two which is found in

Szego [S-l, p. 75] is

(1) (?»(*) =|f —dt.
2 J _i z — t

The same source tells us that Qn is holomorphic in the complex plane

cut along [ — 1, l] and that Qn asymptotically satisfies

(2) Qn(x) ^ .-v~n_1        as x —> oo.
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From the generating function for P„(/) given on p. 69 of [S-l] we

calculate that

oo

(3) E Pn (Or* = f (1 - 2« + I2)"1'2,        | {|  > 1, -1< t < 1
n=0

and

BO

E (2* + dp, we* = (i - e)(i - 2/1 +12)-"2,
(4) „=o

III <i,-i<t<i.

We use formula (3) together with (1) to prove the

Lemma. The function given by the convergent series E(?»(z)£-B for

I £| = 1 and | z| sufficiently large may be continued to an analytic func-

tion K(z, £) whose only possible singular points in the z plane and the

set where | £| = 1 are at z= +1 and z = \(£ + l/£).

We have, for large | z\ and | jj| > 1,

Riz, q = E &.(*)*-» = - £     -^ <^B
,„. n=0 2   n-O*'—1    3  —   t

(5)
If1! €

2 J_!  z- t  (1 - 2f| + ?2)1/2

since E-P»(0£-B converges uniformly for tE [ — 1, l]. This last repre-

sentation allows us to deduce that P(z, |) has singular points at most

at 2=±1 and at the common singular points of it — z)-1 and

£(l-2^-K2)-1/2. This last statement follows from the "Hadamard

argument." Briefly, it goes like this: We consider the integral in (5)

as a contour integral. Then keeping the end points fixed, we may

deform the path of integration without changing the value of the

integral provided the singular points of the integrand are avoided.

We may allow z to roam around the complex plane, always deforming

the contour to avoid the point t = z. This works until z approaches

another singular point of the integrand in which case the contour

becomes trapped, and that value of z becomes a candidate for a

singular point of Kiz, £). This is the value given in the conclusion of

the lemma.
The same argument has been used by both Howard and Gilbert

[G-H-l] and Nehari [N-l] to reach similar conclusions. We use it

again below and shall refer to it simply as the "Hadamard Argument."

We shall require one more formula relating P„ and Qn which may
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be obtained by recognizing that (i/ii)Qn(z) is the analytic representa-

tion of P„x where x is the characteristic function of [ —1, l]. Thus

we have (see Bremermann [B-l, p. 48])

(6) Qa(t + iO) - Qn(t - iO) = - wiPn(t),        -1 < t < 1.

This may also be found in Szego [S-l, p. 79].

3. The main theorem. Let P„ and Q„ denote the Legendre functions

of the first and second kind respectively and let {an} be a sequence of

complex numbers such that

(7) \an\   gl',       n= 1,2, • • -,

for some positive integers M and p; let f be the analytic function given

for |£| <1 by /(£) = 2~2a'£n- Then the series 2cznPB converges in

( — 1, 1) to a distribution g, the series 2^^ir~XanQn(z) converges for

Im 0^0 to the analytic representation g(z) of g; the function g(z) is holo-

morphic in the plane cut along [ — 1, l] and has a singular point at

zo = §(£o + l/£o) in ( — 1, 1) if and only iff(£) has a singular point on the

unit circle at f 0 ̂  ± 1 and at |0.

We first prove that the series 2~2anPn converges to a distribution in

(-1, 1). Consider the function F(t) = X)a»-Pn(/)(» + §)-2p_2 for

tE[ — 1, l] and 0 for t<— 1 and t>l. Then F is continuous on

[ — 1, l], since the series converges uniformly. Since the Legendre

differential operator £={(t2 — l)Di+2tD + \\ is continuous in £>'

(the space of distributions) and since uniform convergence implies

convergence in 3}', we may define g£2D' by

(8) g = £p+1F = £ an(n + ^-^^P^.

But £"+1(P„x)=(M + i)2p+2-PnX and therefore g= E«nFnX or

g= XA-Pn in (-1. !)•
The analytic representation g(z), since g has compact support,

is given by

(9) |(z) =—(g, {l/(t-z)}),       Im^O.
2 m

But l/(t — z) is C on the real axis and hence its Legendre expansion

converges uniformly on [ — 1, 1 ]. Also the derivatives of its expansion

converges uniformly to the corresponding derivatives of l/(t — z) on

[ — 1, l]. By extending the Legendre polynomials from [ — 1, l] to Ca

functions with support in  [ —1—e, 1-f-e] and doing the same for
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1/(1 — z), we may interpret this convergence to be in the sense of

3D (the test function space). Thus we have

00   C1  P (t)

= E -^-dt(n+l/2)(g,Pn)
n=0 •/ -1    t — Z

CO

= -Ee.(»)(2» + i)<g,p»).
n=0

But the coefficients of g are given by

(*• + i)(g, Pn) = (n + h){£»+1F, Pn) = (n + J)(F, £P+IP„)

= (* + |)2*+2(F, P„) = an-

Hence the analytic representation of g is given by the series

do) *(*)= E—e.(*)

which converges for z(£[ — 1, l] since

, llC1     Pnit)

2 | J _i   < — z

1 I    C 1 P"(0 1
=_   I     _ -£p+1_dt

2 |J_i  (n+ l/2)2"+2 t - z

M(z)

= (»+ i/2y2"+2 ■

It remains to prove the statement about singular points. To do this

we find an integral operator taking/into g and another taking g into/.

Borrowing the technique of Gilbert and Howard [G-H-l], we

can show that

(11) g(z) = — f K(z, QfiQ -j       for Im z ̂  0
2ir J c c

where C is the contour |£| =p<l. Indeed, for Im z sufficiently large

the series defining P(z, £) converges for |£| =p<l, and both P(z, £)

and /(£) may be replaced by their series in the integral (11). Thus

we have
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/d$       C  A ^7        d£K(z, Qf(Q -7 =  I   E 0-(O€- E «*? T
C 1; J C n=0 n=Q £

DO

= 2irt E a™(7(z7

Again, by the Hadamard argument, giz) has possible singularities

only at those points which are simultaneously singularities of both

P(z, £) and/(£); in this case (except for the points 1 and — 1) the only

such points are at a zero of ij2. —2£oz + l where £0 is a singular point of/.

The integral operator taking g into/ is given by the integral

/+1                 1   _   £2
-hit + it) ~ gH - i<d}dt,     I gl   < 1-i    (1-2#+ $»)*'» lSV

which may be expressed as a contour integral. If we deform the con-

tour to exclude singular points z0 of g and take £ sufficiently small,

we may take the limit as e—>0 and express it as an integral over a con-

tour with end points at — 1 and +1 and avoiding singularities of both

factors. Again, the Hadamard argument is invoked as | £| is allowed

to approach 1 to conclude that the function given by each of these

integrals has a possible singularity only at a zero of £2 — 2£zo + l.

But we have that (12) is also given by

(g, {(1-£2)(1 - 2£t + it2)-*'2})

/1+ CO CO

E*bP»(0(2m+1) HakPkit)dt
-1-    n=0 A=0

oo

= E<an =/(£),
?l=0

whence we conclude that /(£) has its only possible singularities at

that point.

4. Other orthogonal polynomials. Our result can be extended quid

pro quo to Jacobi polynomials {P„afi)} for a, f3> — 1. The analogs

to the formulae (1), (2), (3), and (6) may be found again in Szego

[S-l, p. 75, 74, 69, and 79] respectively. The generating functions

for P„a,B) and P„ both have singularities at the same point so that

we can prove the lemma for E<2n"''S)(z)£~B with no change in the

conclusion. However, we have no formula analogous to (5). But the

corresponding series
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(14)    y 2n + a + p + l r(^ + i)r(w + « + ^ + i)   (-.«    .

can be shown to converge to a function whose analytic continuation

has a possible singular point only at £ = §(£ + V£) by the analog to

formula (3) and the Hadamard argument.

Again the same procedure can be used to show that ^OnP£a,w

converges to a distribution g on (1, 1). The only difference is that

the Jacobi differential operator £ = (1 —x2)D2+ [3— a — (a+(3+2)x]D

is not selfadjoint. But it is always possible to find a continuous func-

tion G such that (£*)pG = g where £* is the conjugate operator and

then to use this G in place of P in the paragraph preceding formula

(10). The remainder of the proof presents no difficulties.
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